July 25, 2016
Distributed via email
Dear Community Centre Association Presidents and Directors,
Re: JOA Consultation Session #2: Programming & Administration *DRAFT 2*
Thanks again for your feedback on the second set of JOA components: Programming and
Administration.
We received many comments through the June 14th consultation session and the online
feedback survey. In response, we are attaching the following:
1) A report produced by the facilitator, Raymond
Penner, which includes all comments from both
the consultation session and the online feedback
survey;
2) A tracked changes document (Draft 2) of revised content;
and
3) A summary to describe how your feedback was
incorporated into the revised content (Draft 2) and
respond to feedback which was not incorporated.
As you review the attached, please keep in mind that the content is still draft. As previously
mentioned in our email from May 27 describing the revisions to the process in response to the
request from a number of CCAs, it is important to note that early “Draft 2” versions might go
through further changes after discussion at subsequent sessions. For example, as we continue
to discuss new components of the JOA at each consultation session, content on previously
discussed components could evolve based on joint consideration of the draft JOA as a
whole. In other words, this revised content circulated should be considered as draft and not
final until all parties have had the opportunity to complete the overall discussions.
We hope you find this information helpful, and we look forward to seeing you at the next
consultation session on Tuesday, July 26th at Kerrisdale Community Centre to hear your
feedback on draft content for Dispute Resolution, Term, Amending of Agreement and Ending
of Agreement.
Sincerely,
Sarah Kirby-Yung
Chair - Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation
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